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With more than 33,000 entries selected in consulation with top educators and definitions written

specifically for middle school children, this is the most up-to-date and child-friendly dictionary.

Designed to make children enthusiastic instead of intimidated.
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Age Range: 8 and up
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PREFERRED BY LEADING EDUCATORS AND INFORMED PARENTSWith more than 33,000

entries selected in consultation with top educators and definitions written specifically for children

eight and up, this is the most up-to-date and kid-friendly dictionary ever. Designed to make kids

enthusiastic instead of intimidated, it features:More than 800 notes and tips on synonyms,

homonyms, prefixes, spelling, and word historiesOver 750 photographs and illustrationsCurrent

computer, scientific, and cutural termsInteresting word historiesImportant figures from literature and

historySample sentences to show meanings and usageEvery country plus major citiesSpelling tips

for tricky wordsClear definitions in language children understandParts of speech, plural forms, and

verb formsColor photos, drawings and mapsEasy to understand pronunciation guide on every

spreadThe all-in-one reference with:Children's ThesaurusAlbum of U.S. PresidentsTables of

Weights and MeasuresAtlas of the WorldAlbum of U.S. States



The Editors of the WebsterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s New World Dictionaries are a team of professional

lexicographers with advanced degrees in various scholarly fields. The editors familiarize themselves

with the vocabulary in specific subject areas, collect materials on new developments and usage,

and work with expert consultants to ensure that the content of our publications is as accurate and as

up-to-date as possible.

I wish they had a 'no star option' because this thing should not be allowed to get one at all.This

dictionary was simply missing words. It's not even complete enough for a kindergartener to use. I

purchased two of these book because it was mandatory at my children's private school. This is the

dictionary the principal required. However on every weekly list of words at least one of them was not

in this children's dictionary. It was a complete waste of money and frustrating to use. I guess the

new world won't be very literate according to Webster's New World Children's Dictionary.

Great first dictionary for my Kindergartner. Easy to use

Excellent dictionary for 9 year old grandson from this adult's point of view. I did quite a bit of

research before I chose this dictionary. I think it is the most comprehensive and therefore, the best

of the lot for middle aged schoolers. It is what he wanted and appears to be happy with it.

I use a dictionary in my work with dyslexic children every day, and provide a dictionary as part of a

take-home kit. I have researched a great number of dictionaries myself, and I am a part of a network

of over 500 professionals, who have all done their own research looking for the ideal dictionary for

this job. We all agree that tis is the best one by far.

I think this is a perfect dictionary for early elementary. The short definitions are wonderful and the

pictures are great. This book is more for fun for little ones to look through and learn. Also to start

practicing alphabetizing and looking up words. However now that we are in the third grade there

are, more often than not, words we want to look up that are not there.We don't find the book too

heavy as we simply put it on the table and flip through when we need to look something up.

Very helpful.



Every child should own this dictionary. After finding out that my 5th grade sister didn't know how to

use a dictionary since kids these days look everything up on the internet, I quickly went out and

ordered this. She has now learned how to look up words in a dictionary!

It feels weird rating a dictionary but I have actually seen a bad one :-) I bought this for my son

several years ago and it is very useful. My poor neice is always having a hard time spelling words

and then can't find them in her dictionary! How useful is that. I tried to go through it once to give her

rhyming words, there were so many words from the English language missing! I'm not sure who that

book was published for (I will review it next because  sells it). I ordered this one for her recently and

now she is on track with homework (when she is cooperating to complete it...kids.This is a good

child dictionary.
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